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oracle and sun microsystems strategic acquisitions oracle - oracle acquired sun microsystems in 2010 and since that
time oracle s hardware and software engineers have worked side by side to build fully integrated systems and optimized
solutions designed to achieve performance levels that are unmatched in the industry early examples include the oracle
exadata database machine x2 8 and the first oracle exalogic elastic cloud both introduced in late 2010, java tutorial for
beginners learn in 7 days guru99 - java is the most popular programming language is the language of choice for android
programming this course is taught in practical goal oriented way, java performance tuning tips - java performance training
courses courses available now we can provide training courses to handle all your java performance needs, why doesn t c
have a garbage collector stack overflow - did i say there were only 2 types i said that there were 2 that were widely
deployed as far as i know python java and c all use mark and sweep algorithms now java used to have a reference counting
algorithm, comprehensive nclex questions most like the nclex - delegation strategies for the nclex prioritization for the
nclex infection control for the nclex free resources for the nclex free nclex quizzes for the nclex free nclex exams for the
nclex failed the nclex help is here, what is uft qtp micro focus unified functional testing - 1 did you load the correct add
ins when you started qtp uft 2 did you check what object recognition library you have loaded in uft this is under tools object
identification then select environment, informationweek serving the information needs of the - informationweek com
news analysis and commentary on information technology trends including cloud computing devops data analytics it
leadership cybersecurity and it infrastructure, standard c isocpp org - big picture issues what is c c is a general purpose
programming language with a bias towards systems programming that is a better c supports data abstraction e g classes
supports object oriented programming e g inheritance supports generic programming e g reusable generic containers and
algorithms supports functional programming e g template metaprogramming lambda, mq the guide mq the guide - we took
a normal tcp socket injected it with a mix of radioactive isotopes stolen from a secret soviet atomic research project
bombarded it with 1950 era cosmic rays and put it into the hands of a drug addled comic book author with a badly disguised
fetish for bulging muscles clad in spandex, apache hbase reference guide - supported in the context of apache hbase
supported means that hbase is designed to work in the way described and deviation from the defined behavior or
functionality should be reported as a bug, stroustrup c style and technique faq - why are member functions not virtual by
default because many classes are not designed to be used as base classes for example see class complex also objects of a
class with a virtual function require space needed by the virtual function call mechanism typically one word per object, 3
readme information for oracle database 12 c release 1 - 3 1 3 invalid oracle spatial objects after downgrade back to 11 2
0 4 after a downgrade to 11 2 0 4 from 12 1 0 1 the status of the simple spatial sdo network component in dba registry and
the following two spatial objects are invalid reference bug 16757980 function mdsys sdo owm installed public synonym sdo
owm installed in 12 1 0 1 after executing the downgrade that is catdwgrd, 50 android interview questions answers
guru99 com - it is an open sourced operating system that is used primarily on mobile devices such as cell phones and
tablets it is a linux kernel based system that s been equipped with rich components that allows developers to create and run
apps that can perform both basic and advanced functions 2 what is, internet of things wikipedia - the internet of things iot
is the network of devices such as vehicles and home appliances that contain electronics software sensors actuators and
connectivity which allows these things to connect interact and exchange data the iot involves extending internet connectivity
beyond standard devices such as desktops laptops smartphones and tablets to any range of traditionally dumb or,
concentration camps list christine o keeffe s - concentration camp lists afghanistan land of the afghans arachosia
khorasan british south asia southern turkestan, global positioning system wikipedia - the global positioning system gps
originally navstar gps is a satellite based radionavigation system owned by the united states government and operated by
the united states air force it is a global navigation satellite system that provides geolocation and time information to a gps
receiver anywhere on or near the earth where there is an unobstructed line of sight to four or more gps, why static site
generators are the next big thing - at staticgen our open source directory of static website generators we ve kept track of
more than a hundred generators for more than a year now and we ve seen both the volume and popularity of these projects
take off incredibly on github during that time going from just 50 to more than 100 generators and a total of more than 100
000 stars for static website generator repositories, why use node js a comprehensive tutorial with examples - node js
was never created to solve the compute scaling problem it was created to solve the i o scaling problem find out why with
case by case tutorial, alice programming tutorial by richard g baldwin - preface part of a series this document serves as

an appendix to a series of programming tutorial lessons that are designed to teach you how to program using the alice
programming environment under the assumption that you have no prior programming knowledge or experience the purpose
of this appendix is to explain and to illustrate the behavior of the twenty primitive methods that belong to, sphinx open
source search server - cpu architectures known to work include i386 aka x86 amd64 aka x86 64 sparc64 and arm chances
are good that sphinx should work on other unix platforms and or cpu architectures just as well, the buccaneer the 3d
printer that everyone can use by - what we are doing we at pirate3d are creating a full 3d printing solution for home
consumers we want this technology to be freely available to everyone at great and affordable prices and also easy to use
great user experience, sap successfactors useful resources and documents - this is a collection of the most useful sap
successfactors resources documents blogs reports and videos this includes links that will cover an introduction to sap
successfactors the acquisition by sap sap s strategy the sap successfactors hcm suite integration and other related
documents and resources, the car hacker s handbook opengarages - the car hacker s handbook a guide for the
penetration tester craig smith, 9 1 git and other systems git as a client - a large fraction of open source development
projects and a good number of corporate projects use subversion to manage their source code it s been around for more
than a decade and for most of that time was the de facto vcs choice for open source projects it s also very similar in many
ways to cvs which was the big boy of the source control world before that, screen presentation tools miwie org preparing a presentation usually means creating some sort of slides the more lcd projectors get common in working
environments the more comes to mind creating such presentation material as a screen version which can be viewed using a
lcd projector or at least a computer screen, vb6 transparent picturebox vbforums - side note as of windows 8 controls
can now be made semi transparent by applying the ws ex layered extended window style via setwindowlong or
createwindowex this option previously existed only for the main level window form, nathan marz thoughts from the red
planet thoughts from - do not treat systems as black boxes i ll never forget the day i did spin training in a spin here s a
video of one the plane basically turns into a big rock in the sky tumbling and rotating while plummeting towards the ground i
ve heard it called a rollercoaster without rails, funny things seen in source code and documentation - an acorn manual
had recursion see recursion in similar vein see also recursivedescent paulhudson this was on a bulletin board or two in the
uk before the acorn existed, exception best practices in php 5 3 ralph schindler - most recent php extensions have oo
interfaces as such those api s tend to lean on throwing exceptions instead of raising errors a short list of exception throwing
extensions in php include pdo dom mysqli phar soap and sqlite, py4e python for everybody - programmers add an
operating system and a set of applications to the hardware and we end up with a personal digital assistant that is quite
helpful and capable of helping us do many different things
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